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Abstract—In order to realize realistic remote communication

between multipoint remote places via the Internet, display-

ing the appearance of remote participants by transmission of

a video streaming with the large-sized display system is effec-

tive. However, the display of video streaming with sufficient

quality is difficult because the specification of a commercial

projector and large-sized display equipment is low-resolution.

In order to these issues, we focus on the tiled display wall

technology which configure effective wide-area screen system

with two or more LCD panels and tried to display a high-

resolution video streaming on the large-scale display environ-

ment. In this paper, we have constructed remote communica-

tion environment with tiled display wall in multipoint sites and

have conducted experiment in order to study the possibility

of realizing realistic remote communication with multi-video

streaming. As these results, these video streaming from each

site have been shown to display more high-quality than magni-

fied view of video image by a single small camera. Moreover,

we have measured the network throughput performance for

each transmitted and received video streaming in this envi-

ronment. From measurement results, the steady throughput

performance has been gained at the case of each transmitted

and received video streaming.

Keywords—multipoint remote communication, tiled display wall,

tele-immersion technique, video streaming.

1. Introduction

Development of information technology systems and high-

speed network technology has contributed to remote com-

munication using the Internet. Displaying the existence of

remote participants by transmission of a video streaming in

real scene is effective in order to conduct smooth remote

communication between multipoint sites via the Internet.

Currently, various software such as video phone or chat for

remote communication with PC (Personal Computer) are

now provided by number of users, and the demands for

these software tend to increase each year [1]. However, the

window size of video image in these software applications

is small and low-quality. Therefore, the video image in

these is difficult to display the existence of participant with

sufficient image quality in remote place.

On the other hands, many high-quality video-conference

systems become popular, and these are used in wide range

of research and development fields. The use of large-scale

display system is effective in order to conduct high-presence

remote communication with video-conference system and

it is considered to use display equipment such as projectors

and large-sized monitors. However, the display of video

streaming with sufficient quality is difficult because the

specification of a commercial projector and large-sized dis-

play equipment is low-resolution.

In order to solve these issues, we focus on the tiled dis-

play wall technology which configure effective wide-area

screen system with two or more LCD panels and tried to

display a high-resolution video streaming on the large-scale

display environment. We have showed that an ultra high-

resolution video streaming with tiled display wall is effec-

tive to display the existence of participant and ambiance

in remote place as a result from current experiments [2].

However, the video image captured by a single small cam-

era is difficult to display with realistic high-resolution on

a tiled display wall, because there is a limit in the display

resolution of the video image captured by a single small

camera.

In this paper, we have constructed a remote communication

environment between multipoint sites by using tiled display

wall and have conducted experiment on multi-video trans-

mission in order to study the possibility of realizing realistic

remote communication with multi-video streaming.

2. Related Works

2.1. Tele-Immersion Technique

In recent year, there has been a growing interest in tele-

immersion technique because it is expected to contribute

creating super realistic communication on the Internet.

Tele-immersion was originally defined as the integration

of audio and video conferencing, via image based mod-

eling, with collaborative virtual reality in the context of

data mining and significant computations [3]. It enables

users to share a single virtual environment from differ-

ent places. In the field of practical tele-immersion, it is

considered necessary that everyone who is participating in

the communication is able to see any part of the image

transmitted from a distant place as he/she wanted [4], [5].

In the 3-D tele-immersion system, a user wears polar-

ized glasses and a head tracker as a view-dependent scene

is rendered in real-time on a large stereoscopic display
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in 3-D [6], [7]. Ideally, there exists a seamless continuum

between the user’s experience of local and remote space

within the application. The communication system using

the tele-immersion environment includes Tele-Cubicles [8]

and 3-D video-conference system by 3-D modeling and

display techniques [9]–[11].

Recently, IPT (Immersive Projection Technology) such as

the CAVE system [12] has become popular, and tele-

immersive virtual environments are constructed by using

IPT. In addition, when several immersive projection en-

vironments have been connected through high-speed net-

work, the real-world oriented 3-D human image is also

required as a high presence communication tool between

remote places [13]. In order to realize such a demand,

the video avatar technology has been studied [14]. The

video avatar is a technique to represent a human image

with high-presence by integrating the live video image of

the human into the 3-D virtual world. However, collabora-

tive works in IPT environment requires deflection glasses

and HMD. Under such conditions, carrying out smooth

remote communication between participants is usually

difficult.

On the other hand, we have constructed a 3-D display en-

vironment using a merged video image obtained from the

multi-viewpoint videos merging system set up in the actual

space [15]. The merged video image is displayed in 3-D us-

ing the auto-stereoscopic display system which does not re-

quire tools such as deflection glasses or HMD. In addition,

we have examined how well two estimators can establish

eye-to-eye contact with a gazer on the auto-stereoscopic

display during a face-to-face communication and proved

that two estimators could realize eye-to-eye contact at

each direction [16]. However, we have considered that the

3-D environment is difficult to realize high-presence re-

mote communication by the restriction of space which can

move in collaborative work since the autostereoscopic dis-

play indicates an unfocused 3-D video image by partici-

pant’s positions. Therefore, we consider that it is important

to develop the technique to display more realistic informa-

tion with simple ways for participants in order to realize

high-presence remote communication.

We use tiled display wall to display high-quality video

streaming which realize remote communication with highly

realistic sensation. In this research, we conduct the exper-

iment to display high-resolution video streaming on tiled

display wall in multipoint sites.

2.2. Tiled Display Wall Technology

Tiled display wall is a technology to display a high-

resolution image on the large-scale display with two or

more LCD panels in order to construct effective wide-area

screen system [17], [18]. Much research has been devel-

oped tiled display wall and remote displays by using dis-

tribute rendering technique. For example, WireGL provides

the familiar OpenGL API to each node in a cluster, virtual-

izing multiple graphics accelerators into a sort-first parallel

renderer with a parallel interface [19]. It can drive a va-

riety of output devices, from stand-alone displays to tiled

display walls. However, it has poor data scalability due to

its single source limitation.

On the other hand, Chromium have designed and built

a system that provides a generic mechanism for manipulat-

ing streams of graphics API commands [20]. It can be used

as the underlying mechanism for any cluster-graphics algo-

rithm by having the algorithm use OpenGL to move geom-

etry and imagery across a network as required. In addition,

Chromium’s DMX extension allows execution of multiple

applications and window control. Moreover, CGLX (Cross-

Platform Cluster Graphic Library) is a flexible, transpar-

ent OpenGL-based graphics framework for distributed high

performance visualization systems in a master-slave [21].

The framework was developed to enable OpenGL programs

to be executed on visualization clusters such as a high res-

olution tiled display wall and to maximize the achievable

performance and resolution for OpenGL-based applications

on such systems. However, we assume the application of

tiled display wall in remote communication environment

via WAN. Therefore, we consider the use of these middle-

ware is unsuitableness.

2.3. SAGE

In this research, we apply SAGE (Scalable Adaptive Graph-

ics Environment) [22], [23] developed by Electronic Visu-

alization Laboratory at the University of Illinois to deliv-

ery streaming pixel data with virtual high-resolution frame

buffer number of graphical sources for tiled display wall.

SAGE is a graphics streaming architecture for supporting

collaborative scientific visualization environments with po-

tentially hundreds of megapixels of contiguous display res-

olution. The network-centered architecture of SAGE al-

lows collaborators to simultaneously run various applica-

tions on local or remote clusters, and share them by stream-

ing the pixels of each application over high-speed networks

to large-scale tiled display wall.

Fig. 1. SAGE components [23].
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SAGE consists of the Free Space Manager, SAGE Ap-

plication Interface Library (SAIL), SAGE Receiver, and

User Interface (SAGEUI) as shown in Fig. 1. SAGE over

WAN from SAGEUI and controls pixel streams between

SAIL and the SAGE Receivers. SAIL captures applica-

tion’s output pixels and streams them to appropriate SAGE

Receivers. A SAGE Receiver can receive multiple pixels

streams from different applications and displays streamed

pixels on multiple displays. A SAGE Receiver can han-

dle multiple displays. A SAGEUI sends user commands to

control the Free Space Manager and receives messages that

inform users of current status of SAGE.

2.4. Multi-Video Streaming on Tiled Display Wall

We have constructed tiled display wall environment con-

sist of 1 master node, 2 display nodes and 4 LCD panels.

An example of the tiled display wall is LCDs are located

at 2×2 arrays as shown in Fig. 2. Master node and all dis-

play nodes are connected by gigabit Ethernet network, and

2 LCDs are connected to 1 display node with DVI cables.

In our environment, we apply SAGE as middleware of tiled

display wall to delivery streaming pixel data with virtual

high-resolution frame buffer number of graphical sources

for tiled display wall environment.

Fig. 2. Example of tiled display wall environment.

We have implemented an application of high-resolution real

video streaming with a small camera by adding API code

of SAIL (SAGE Application Interface Library) in source

program of application. In the application, pixel informa-

tion obtained from an small camera is rendered as video

image by glDrawPixels on tiled display wall. The video

image is captured by a small camera is transmitted from

application node to master node in remote place, its video

streaming is displayed on tiled display wall.

We have showed that an ultra high-resolution video stream-

ing with a tiled display wall is effective to display the exis-

tence of participant and ambiance in remote place as a re-

sult from current experiments [2]. However, the video im-

age captured by a single small camera is difficult to display

with realistic high-resolution on a tiled display wall, be-

cause there is a limit in the display resolution of the video

image captured by a single small camera. In addition, the

magnified view of original video image on tiled display

wall causes to degrade the quality of video image.

We have tried the construction of the environment to dis-

play realistic high-resolution video streaming on tiled dis-

play wall [24]. In this environment, each video image data

which captured by multiple cameras is transmitted to dis-

play nodes of tiled display wall in remote sites from mul-

tiple application nodes via LAN. In addition, a panorama

video with high-resolution which is generated by composit-

ing these transmission video images are displayed on tiled

display wall.

Fig. 3. Issue of eye-to-eye contact in video conference.

On the other hand, since a capturing camera which used in

usual video-conference system is located at the top or both

sides of display. The participant’s direction of eyes often

stare slides at different direction for participant of remote

place. In these camera setting method, participant’s direc-

tion of eyes is pointed at remote participant displayed on

screen, although the setting way enable to point the camera

at local participant as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is dif-

ficult to have a conversation by face to face, and cause to

interfere with smooth communication between participants

of remote places.
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In contrast, tiled display wall enables to locate freely the

position of camera by using frame of LCD panel. We

have conducted experiments on the possibility of eye-to-eye

contact in remote communication with tiled display wall,

and examined the effective location method of camera in

order to solve these issues [25]. From these experiments,

we have shown experimentally that each participant en-

ables to turn direction of eyes to a camera in a natu-

ral way become important factor for realization of eye-

to-eye contact in remote communication. In using these

findings, we have located 2 sets of small cameras at the

horizontal position on LCDs of tiled display wall to estab-

Fig. 4. Cameras setting on tiled display wall.

lish eye-to-eye contact naturally as shown in Fig. 4. 2 sets

of Pointgray Firefly (resolution: 640× 480 pixels, frame

rate: 30 fps) as captured camera have been used in this en-

vironment.

3. Experiment on Multi-Video

Transmission in Multipoint Tiled

Display Wall

3.1. Experimental Environment

In this research, we conduct fundamental experiment on

the display of high-resolution video streaming on tiled dis-

play wall in each site by transmitting multi-video images

which captured by multiple small cameras connected to

each application node in multipoint remote sites. The net-

work environment in this experiment is shown in Fig. 5. In

this environment, 3 tiled display walls have been located

in 2 network subnets. 2 tiled display walls (site A and B)

in subnet 1 and 1 tiled display wall (site C) in subnet 2

have been located. Subnets 1 and 2 have been connected

by L3 switch (gigabit Ethernet) in campus LAN. In each

site, master node, display node, and 2 application nodes

are located and connected by gigabit Ethernet with HUB

(L2 switch). Table 1 shows hardware configuration of tiled

display wall in each site.

Fig. 5. Network environment between tiled display walls of

3 sites.

Figure 6 shows system configuration in this experiment.

The multi-video streaming which captured by 2 cameras

located at the frame of LCDs on tiled display wall in sites

A, B and C are transmitted to display nodes of tiled display

wall in remote sites via network from 2 application nodes

of each site. In addition, a high-resolution video streaming

of each site is generated by compositing these transmission

video images are displayed on tiled display wall.

Fig. 6. System configuration in this experiment.

We have applied SAGE Bridge to realize transmission and

displaying same video streaming on tiled display wall in

multi-site. SAGE Bridge receives pixel streams from appli-
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Table 1

Hardware configuration of each tiled display wall

Site A Site B Site C

Master node

CPU Intel(R) Core i7 2.67 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz Intel(R) Xeon (Dual Core) 1.6 GHz (×2)

Memory 8,192 GB 8,912 GB 8,192 GB

VGA NVIDIA GLADIAC 786 NVIDIA GTS 250G NVIDIA GLADIAC 786

OS OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3

Display node

Number 2 2 1

CPU Intel(R) Core i7 2.93 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 2.93 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz

Memory 8,192 GB 4,096 GB 4,096 GB

VGA NVIDIA GTS 250G NVIDIA GTS 250G NVIDIA Quadro FX 570

OS OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3

Application node

CPU Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 2.80 GHz

Memory 4,096 GB 4,096 GB 4,096 GB

VGA NVIDIA Quadro FX 570 NVIDIA Quadro FX 570 NVIDIA Quadro FX 570

OS OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3 OpenSUSE 10.3

LCD panel

Number 4 4 2

Size 24.1 inch 17 inch 17 inch

Resolution 1,920×1,200 1,280×1,024 1,280×1,024

cations and distributes to multiple SAGE sessions and is

supposed to be executed on high-performance PCs bridg-

ing rendering clusters and display clusters [26]. In this ex-

periment, all application nodes are used as SAGE Bridge

node, and are transmitted multi-video streaming to tiled

display walls in multiple remote sites via LAN.

3.2. Experimental Results

Multi-video streaming of each site which generated by com-

positing transmission video captured by 2 sets of small

cameras in sites A and C are displayed on tiled display

wall in site B as shown in Fig. 7. From these results, we

consider that these video streaming from each site have

Fig. 7. Display result of multi-transmission video image on tiled

display wall in site B.

Fig. 8. Network throughput of each transmitted video: (a) A1

and A2; (b) C1 and C2.
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been displayed more high-quality than magnified view of

video image by a single small camera. As future works,

we will try to display more high-quality video streaming

of remote place over a wide range on tiled display wall in

remote sites by increasing number of captured camera. In

addition, we have not implemented the compositing for the

boundary parts of each video by automatic processing, and

have depended on the detail manual setting of each camera

in this environment. We will need to study the technique

which can composite the boundary parts of each image by

the automated processing that doesn’t depend on the posi-

tion of the camera in the future works.

Fig. 9. Network throughput of each received video in tiled display

wall B: (a) A1 and A2; (b) C1 and C2.

Then, we have measured the network throughput perfor-

mance for each transmitted and received video streaming

in this environment. The network throughput of transmit-

ted video streaming from site A and C, and received video

in site B is measured in this experiment. The measured

results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The network band-

width of transmitted and received video streaming about

for 20 min are plotted the average value for measurement

results of every 2 s. From measurement results, transmitted

video streaming from each site have been observed about

120 Mbit/s. These results are considered that double net-

work throughput has been generated to transmit same video

streaming to tiled display walls in 2 sites. In addition, the

steady throughput performance of 60 Mbit/s on average

has been gained at the case of each received video stream-

ing, and the values is considered a full performance of

a camera.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have constructed remote communication

environment with tiled display wall in multipoint sites and

have conducted experiment in order to study the possibil-

ity of realizing realistic remote communication with multi-

video streaming. From these results, these video stream-

ing from each site have been shown to display more high-

quality than expanded video image by single small camera.

Moreover, we have measured the network throughput per-

formance for each transmitted and received video streaming

in this environment. From measurement results, the steady

throughput performance has been gained at the case of each

transmitted and received video streaming.

In remote communication between multipoint sites with

video-conference system, the issue by sense of discom-

fort in communication to remote participants which wants

to speak is caused. As a result, it becomes the factor of

producing the misunderstanding is caused among partic-

ipants in remote places. We will examine the possibility

of high-presence remote communication to realize eye-to-

eye contact with each other by using tiled display wall

between multipoint sites. In addition, we will study that

the possibility of new technique for automatic switching of

transmission video in remote communication by the esti-

mation of face direction from participant’s video to realize

effective remote communication between some participants

distributed in multipoint remote sites.
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